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1. Historial review
The rstmetal ion lasers were onstruted in 1965 at
the University of Utah, where zin and admium atoms were
evaporated into positive olumn helium and neon disharges.
Pulsed laser ation was ahieved on four dierent transitions
in the infrared and visible regions. Later on lasing was repor-
ted on ultraviolet transitions of admium. Metal ion lasers
are exited by Penning ionization and harge-transfer ollisi-
ons of metal atoms with noble gas metastables and noble gas
ions, respetively. In both ases metal atoms are ionized and
exited in one step.
Hollow-athode metal ion lasers appeared in the se-
venties. In hollow-athode disharges (due to the presene
of fast eletrons) the density of noble gas atoms an be kept
high, as ompared to positive olumns, even for relatively high
onentration of metal atoms. This is advantageous espeially
when the upper laser level is exited by the harge-transfer
reation. In 1974 the rst sputtered opper hollow-athode
laser was onstruted in the Central Researh Institute for
Physis in Budapest. In the ative region the metal vapor
was produed by the ions bombarding the athode surfae.
During the following years laser ation has been ahieved in
many dierent metal/noble gas mixtures.
Besides the requirement of higher power, better stabi-
lity and longer lifetime, there was always a hallenging task to
obtain laser ation on shorter and shorter wavelength in the
ultraviolet region. As a result high-voltage hollow-athode
disharges has been developed. At the beginning of the nine-
ties very eient laser exitation was ahieved by the use of
the segmented hollow-athode arrangement. The laser th-
reshold was lowered and the gain was inreased signiantly
for many ultraviolet transitions.
Unfortunately the lifetime of the sputtered laser sys-
tems is usually very short. In spite of the long development
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period, the rst ommerial lasers appeared only few years
ago. The nal suess an be attributed to the appliation
of advaned tehnologies during the prodution proess
that helped to inrease the purity of the laser tubes. These
lasers are used for Raman spetrosopy. One of the other
disadvantages of the sputtered lasers is that the disharge
urrent and the metal density annot be optimized at the
same time. In priniple this problem an be solved by a
high-voltage disharge laser in whih the metal vapor is
produed by thermal evaporation.
2. Aims
The present thesis ontains the results of experimental and
modeling investigation of a segmented hollow-athode gold
ion laser and a novel heated hollow-anode-athode laser.
It is the 282 nm laser transition that makes the gold ion
laser interesting. There are many questions open onneted to
the operation of this laser disharge. The spetral and beam
properties of the laser are not known either.
Sine up to now the hollow-anode-athode disharge
was only used for the exitation of sputtered lasers, the heated
zin ion laser represents a new step in the development of
metal ion lasers. Moreover, if laser ation was obtained on
the potential 210 nm transition that would be the shortest-
wavelength ontinuous laser.
My aims an be summarized as follows:
a. to determine the operation harateristis of the sput-
tered segmented hollow-athode gold ion laser:
- to optimize the laser operation by means of paramet-
ri studies, to investigate the harateristis of the laser
beam,
- to make a omputer simulation in order to obtain a
better insight into the proesses that play an important
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role in the segmented hollow-athode disharge,
b. to determine the harateristis of a novel hollow-
anode-athode zin ion laser in whih the metal vapor
is produed by thermal evaporation.
3. Investigation methods
Segmented hollow-athode gold ion laser
The 690 nm transition of the gold ion laser made it
possible to investigate the mode struture of the beam. The
laser tube onsisted of six disharge modules, eah 5.6 m
long with inner diameter of 3.1 mm. The inner surfaes of
the athodes were gold-plated to a thikness of 30 m.
The output power was measured by a Hamamatsu PIN
diode, the transversal modes were analyzed by a CCD amera.
The struture of the longitudinal modes was determined by
means of a Te-Optis SA2 sanning Fabry-Perot interfero-
meter. A He-Ne laser was applied to alibrate the dispersion
of the interferometer. The spetrum of the disharge was de-
teted by a Zeiss PGS-2 monohromator that was equipped
by a photomultiplier tube.
To improve the sputtering eieny a small amount
of argon was added to the helium buer gas. The laser
was exited by 1 ms long urrent pulses with repetition
rate of 1 Hz in order to avoid overheating of athodes. The
pulses were synhronized to the driving frequeny of the
Fabry-Perot interferometer.
Simulation model of the segmented disharge
The omputer simulation ode onsists of ve in-
teronneted modules. The Monte-Carlo simulation of fast
eletrons and the module of the thermalization of sputtered
metal atoms alulate the soure funtions of ions and
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thermalized metal atoms in the negative glow. These soure
funtions are used as an input for the negative glow part of
the model, where the rate equations of dierent speies are
solved. The motion of fast ions (and atoms) in the athode
sheath is followed by Monte-Carlo simulation. This way the
spatial distribution of the eletri harge is obtained in the
sheath. Using the Poisson equation the distribution of the
eletri eld is alulated. The last module determines the
temperature distribution in the disharge. Dierent parts of
the model are run iteratively until onvergene is reahed.
Heated hollow-anode-athode zin ion laser
The ative region of the laser onsisted of six hollow-
anode-athode modules, eah 6 m long with inner diameter
of 8 mm. The eletrodes were plaed in a stainless steel
housing that was heated by an oven. Zin was evaporated
into the laser from a side-arm plaed at the tube enter.
At the ends of the ative region additional d positive
olumn disharges were applied as onnement setions
of the metal vapor. Due to the athaphoreti eet zin
atoms were seletively driven towards the athodes, not
leaving them to esape from the heated region. Prior to the
onstrution of the laser the harateristis of the athapho-
resis were investigated in details on a separate disharge tube.
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4. New sienti results
1. The mode struture of the 690 nm segmented hollow-
athode Au-II laser has been determined.
The distribution of the light intensity in the ross-
setion of the laser beam was investigated by means of a CCD
amera. It has been found, that under the onditions of the
present measurements (the resonator length = 1.4 m, the mir-
rors' urvature = 3 m, the inner diameter of the laser tube
= 3.1 mm) the laser operates only in the TEM
00
transver-
sal mode. A sanning Fabry-Perot interferometer was used to
measure the longitudinal mode struture. In the 10-20 mbar
pressure range single mode operation was obtained, showing
that there is a signiant homogeneous broadening of the la-
ser transition [f1℄.
2. The time dependene of the laser power during the 1-ms-
long urrent pulses has been explained by a simple model that
desribes the temperature and pressure hanges in the tube.
Due to the inreased temperature in the ative region
the buer gas density gradually dereases during the urrent
pulses. This an explain the time dependene of the laser po-
wer [f1℄.
3. Parametri studies has been arried out on the 282 nm seg-
mented hollow-athode Au-II laser and the optimal operating
ondition has been found.
The output power and small-signal gain of the 282 nm
Au-II laser has been measured as a funtion of the buer gas
pressure, disharge urrent and the onentration of the ar-
gon admixture. The laser power and the gain inreases with
pressure in the 10-20 mbar range. It has been found that the
highest small-signal gain (52 %m
 1
) and the highest power
(100 mW) an be obtained at argon onentrations of 0.75
and 0.25%, respetively [f3℄.
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4. A omputer model of the segmented hollow-athode
disharge has been developed. The model provides us infor-
mation about many disharge properties that are diult to
measure. Based on the modeling results the harateristis of
the Au-II laser an be predited.
The model of the segmented hollow-athode disharge
onsists of ve interonneted bloks: eletron Monte-Carlo
simulation, thermalization of sputtered atoms, model of the
negative glow, model of the athode sheath and alulation of
the temperature distribution. The struture of the disharge,
the density distribution of ions and metal atoms and the ux
energy distribution of partiles hitting the athode is obta-
ined. It has been shown that the eletron temperature an
be used as a tting parameter in the models of high urrent
density laser disharges [f3℄.
5. The harateristis of the athaphoresis of zin in positive
olumn helium and neon disharges have been determined ex-
perimentally and a theoretial explanation of the results has
been given.
In positive olumn disharges of noble gas - metal
vapor mixtures the metal atoms are driven towards the
athode (athaphoresis). The spatial distribution of the zin
atom density along the positive olumn has been measured
in helium and neon disharges. The metal soure was plaed
at the athode side of the positive olumn. It has been
shown that the zin density dereases towards the anode
rst linearly and further away exponentially. The theory
of Gaur and Chanin has been modied for the onditions
of the reent measurements giving an explanation of the
experimental results [f2℄.
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6. A novel heated inner-anode zin laser has been desig-
ned. The small-signal gain and the output power of the laser
have been measured as a funtion of the buer gas pressure,
zin density and disharge urrent.
It has been shown that both the disharge urrent and
the metal density has to be optimized in hollow-athode me-
tal ion lasers in order to reah the highest gain and output
power. The maximal small-signal gain of 50 %m
 1
has been
obtained at the 492.4 nm transition. No gain has been found
at the potential 210 nm laser transition. It is assumed that
better laser parameters an be obtained by lowering the inner
diameter of the athode.
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